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802.16m Closing Report – Calgary

• Into Session #68.5:
• SB first recirculation: **83% return rate; 62% approval**
  – SB Comments to be resolved at Session #68.5 on D7 Amendment Text ([802.16-10/0045](http://example.com))
    • 408 technical:
      – 287 MAC (10 Maintenance)
      – 56 PHY
      – 12 General
      – 53 Other
    • 117 editorial comments
  – 932 +/-4 reply comments
  – 130 contributions
    • 75 MAC
    • 23 PHY
    • 6 Femto/SON
    • 2 Multi-BS MIMO
    • 2 Relay
    • 0 LBS
    • 11 e-MBS
    • 11 Other
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• **Results for the week:**
  • Resolve *ALL* Sponsor Ballot comments (**ONLY focus**) - **DONE**
  • No SDD CRs
  • Authorize Editor to create D8 and request SB recirc #2 - **DONE**
  • Discuss liaison from ITU-R provides details and the timeline for the ongoing work on Recommendation ITU-R M. [IMT.RSPEC] - **DONE**
  • Discuss WorkPlan and schedule – **DONE**
  • Reviewed PAR Extension Request
  • Renewed PICS Ad Hoc activities
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• Results for the week (cont):
  – Logistics:
    • Approximately 80 attendees
    • Conducted two primary parallel sessions all week (PHY & MAC)
      – Two parallel daytime SB comment resolution sessions
      – Common session on Thursday AM & PM (9:00 PM-5:00PM)
    • Also see TGm Final Agenda, 802.16m-10/0025r3